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The punched card is a remarkable invention which has evolved
into a multi-billion dollar industry and has made its impact felt on
almost every aspect of our society. The genesis of the punched card
can be traced to the man credited with inventing it, Herman Hollerith.
In the late 1800' s, Hollerith cut a card to the exact dimensions of the
American dollar bill and devised a method for representing a number
or a letter in the identical place on each card every time. Although
the dollar bill has shrunk, the Hollerith punched card, after a hundred
years, has not changed by a millimeter ! Because paper is a non-
conducting material, it is possible to perform counting operations by
passing electric current through the holes in the card. It was this
simple idea which helped the United States analyze statistics collected
by the 1890 census and which later led to many other applications,
including some of interest to libraries.
Herman Hollerith's biography in the Dictionary of American
Biography^ relates that the punched card idea was suggested to him
by a librarian. Hollerith thus reports the incident in one of his let-
ters: "One evening at Dr. B's tea table he said to me, 'There ought
to be a machine for doing the purely mechanical work of tabulating
population and similar statistics.'" The "Dr. B" whom Hollerith re-
fers to was Dr. John Shaw Billings, who was then Librarian of the
Army Surgeon General's Library and who was destined to become the
first Director of the New York Public Library. To this chance re-
mark, Hollerith attributes his inspiration for the development of the
punched card. Since it was a librarian who started it all, is it any
wonder that Dr. Billings' professional descendants should wish to
emulate his foresight by considering possible uses of data processing
in libraries?
Over the years, punched cards were gradually applied to diverse
areas of business, and by 1930 even universities were employing ma-
chines to perform functions associated with accounting and enrollment.
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It was just about at this time that Ralph Parker, then a junior Li-
brarian at the University of Texas, conceived of the idea of using
punched card equipment for circulation work. The Director of the
University of Texas Library was Don Coney, and Parker recalls,
with good humor, how after many months of persuasion Coney finally
gave him a $300 grant for experimentation but only after cautioning
him to spend the money wisely! Another milestone in library punched
card history was passed in the following decade when Marjorie Quig-
ley, Librarian of the Montclair Public Library in New Jersey, ac-
quired special-purpose equipment for controlling book transactions.
This system of circulation control was the first to adopt the method
of joining a machine -readable book card and a machine -readable
borrower's card in a single master record at borrowing time. This
twenty-five-year-old pilot punched card installation was the fore-
runner of the IBM 357 Data Collection System used by some libraries
today for computerized circulation work.
The last twenty years have witnessed increasing interest among
librarians concerning the possibility of using punched card machines
and, more recently, computers, to carry out many other library
functions. The reasons are clear. First, the rate of publishing has
climbed steadily, dramatically increasing the number of printed
pieces to be acquired, processed, housed, and circulated by libraries.
Secondly, a rapidly expanding and more literate population has gener-
ated demands for reader services that have far exceeded a library's
ability to respond effectively with traditional methods and techniques.
Prospects for the future are even more staggering. Hence the pro-
fessional librarian has been prompted to look for help to the new
technology available in modern data processing equipment and
systems.
Before the digital computer can be put to work constructively in
libraries, its power and limitations must first be understood by the
professional librarian. Data Processing Clinics, such as this one at
the University of Illinois, and data processing courses, which are be-
ginning to appear in library schools throughout the country, provide
excellent opportunities for learning.
Computers, in the present day sense, first became known during
the late 1940' s. Ungainly, 30-ton, vacuum-tube heavyweights, they
required their own power generators and air conditioning systems.
Although their reliability left much to be desired, these first-
generation computers were able to perform mathematical operations
in a fraction of a second a speed several orders of magnitude greater
than was possible with the manual processing previously available.
A second generation of transistorized computers became available in
the late 1950's. Most of the machines we see around us today are the
results of this metamorphosis. They are faster, cooler, and more
accurate, and they possess versatility and personality far superior to
those of their predecessors. Furthermore, these machines no longer
merely compute; they are capable of manipulating with equal skill
letters of the alphabet, words, and sentences.
Many and varied computer programs have been written for
second-generation machines to solve three classes of library prob-
lems. The first has to do with the use of computers for supporting
the clerical functions found in technical processing and circulation
work. Several libraries have had programs written which cause
computers automatically to perform certain routine work, such as
interfiling entries in a catalog, ordering books from publishers, writ-
ing request letters to the Library of Congress for cards, preparing
serial records lists, monitoring circulation operations, printing book
catalogs, and analyzing service to readers, among many other tasks.
These applications, as in business, are designed to reduce the cleri-
cal burden, while at the same time increasing an organization's ability
to perform more work.
A second category of computer programs that concern the li-
brarian is the field of information storage and retrieval. Here the
objective is to develop new intellectual methods for automatically
extracting meaning from a text. If the text in question happens to be
catalog data, the problem is simplified because the elements of bibli-
ographic information are fixed and easily identifiable. However, if
the purpose is to correlate facts or infer subject relationships from
the complete content of articles and books, then the problem becomes
much more complex. The latter area will require additional research
before we can see clearly how such a capability will affect the duties
of the reference librarian.
Until recently librarians paid scant attention to the application
of mathematics and computers to the decision-making process in li-
brary management. This third area, referred to as operations re-
search, is one which employs the principles of scientific management,
but whereas scientific management is concerned with efficiency, oper-
ations research is concerned with effectiveness. At the turn of the
century, the founder of scientific management, Dr. F. W. Taylor,
advocated three things: (1) an inquiring frame of mind, which refuses
to accept past practices as necessarily correct, (2) the replacement
of rules of thumb by more carefully thought out guides to action, and
(3) the collection of data to support decisions rather than reliance on
casual judgments. Operations research draws on these principles
and extends their power by engaging the computer's help. Mathemati-
cal models are used to characterize a process, object, or concept in
precise mathematical terms. When models are incorporated into a
computer program, it becomes possible to test new variables in order
to ascertain how the process, object, or concept will behave under
different conditions. A library administrator, for example, can thus
learn how to avoid bad surprises by evaluating a course of action in
advance of its actual implementation. Johns Hopkins University and
Purdue University are two institutions engaged in the application of
operations research techniques to library management problems.
The computer industry, being more prolific than almost any
other, announced only last year a third generation of computer hard-
ware. Besides offering more computer power for the dollar, the new
equipment has several engineering advantages. Its components are
microminiaturized; many circuits are no bigger than a thumbtack.
Its memory is large and can operate at speeds measured in billionths
of seconds. To describe a billionth of a second, computer people
have coined the word "nanosecond." A nanosecond is a very thin
sliver of time indeed, if we consider that it is to a second what a
second is to thirty years! The ability to process information at such
lightning speed challenges man to be clever in the ways he chooses to
use such power.
Another advantage of third-generation equipment is system
versatility. It is possible to connect many different devices to the
computer over standard communication links. With the availability
of high-capacity, direct-access storage devices such as the Data Cell
recently announced by IBM, we can now think in terms of storing
large quantities of information at a central location, yet having the
data available to numerous users at distant locations. This is what
is meant by being "on-line" with a central computer and "time-
sharing" its use.
The library network is the natural extension of the time -sharing
idea, and automation planning at the Library of Congress best exem-
plifies the concept. It is based on the assumption that third -generation
computers, when combined with communications equipment, will per-
mit local and regional libraries throughout the country to have direct
access to electronic stores of information in Washington.
The notion of direct dialing to a digital computer has already
been tested at several experimental locations around the country.
Elsewhere in this publication, M. M. Kessler of the M.I.T. Libraries
describes the system he devised to link 100 users, over ordinary
telephone lines, to an electronic store of information maintained by
a central computer in Cambridge, Massachusetts. His interesting
work is a microcosm of the kind of library network that may be de-
veloped in the future on a much greater scale.
The fact that there are no geographic limits to the library net-
work idea is particularly attractive. Last summer, at an ASLIB
Conference held at Ashridge College outside London, W. J. Bray,
Deputy Director of Research of the British Government Post Office,
described the gradual evolution of synchronous satellites and the ef-
fect they will ultimately have on world -wide communications. He
traced the early history of telecommunications up to the most recent
phase of laying cables by submarine across the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans. By way of contrast, he then described how three synchronous
communication satellites in circular equatorial orbit around the earth
can reach any point on the globe, transmitting and receiving not only
voice and video traffic but also the digital language of the computer.
He predicted that communication satellites, such as EARLY BIRD,
will permit intercontinental computer-to-computer "conversations,"
which eventually will facilitate the sharing of information resources
among the libraries of the world.
The idea of creating a national library network strikes me as
the most exciting development that data processing has thus far of-
fered us. A library network is rich with the promise of a wholly new
approach to the problem of gathering and retrieving essential infor-
mation. It will transform libraries into active, rather than passive,
sources of knowledge by permitting information exchange to flow in
either direction between library and patron. The ability to confer
with a library without necessarily visiting it, and the added ability to
transfer selected information from library to home or office for indi-
vidual use, should have a profound effect on the processes of research
and education. If we, as professional librarians, are looking for an
intellectual challenge, then this is it.
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